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Abstract
A batch machine is a machine that can process up to c jobs simultaneously as a batch,
and the processing time of the batch is equal to the longest processing time of the
jobs assigned to it. In this paper, we deal with the complexity of scheduling an un-
bounded batch machine, i.e., c = +∞. We prove that minimizing total tardiness is
binary NP-hard, which has been an open problem in the literature. Also, we establish
the pseudopolynomial solvability of the unbounded batch machine scheduling problem
with job release dates and any regular objective. This is distinct from the bounded
batch machine and the classical single machine scheduling problems, most of which
with diﬀerent release dates are unary NP-hard. Combined with the existing results,
this paper provides a nearly complete mapping of the complexity of scheduling an
unbounded batch machine.
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1 Introduction
A batch machine or batch processing machine is a machine that can process several
jobs simultaneously as a batch, and the processing time of the batch is equal to the
longest processing time of the jobs assigned to it. The research on batch machine
scheduling is motivated by burn-in operations in semiconductor manufacturing (Lee et
al. [8]). Potts and Kovalyov [11] review the existing results.
The problems that we study in this paper can be formulated as the following
model. There are n independent jobs J1, J2, . . . , Jn to be scheduled on a batch ma-
chine that can process up to c jobs simultaneously, where c is called the capacity of
the batch machine. Each job Jj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) is associated with a processing time
pj and a release date rj, before which the job cannot be scheduled. The schedul-
ing objective is to minimize a regular minsum function
∑
fj =
∑n
j=1 fj(Cj) or a
regular minmax function fmax = max
n
j=1 fj(Cj), where fj is a nondecreasing func-
tion of the completion time Cj of job Jj. Among the popular regular objectives are
Cmax, Lmax,
∑
Cj,
∑
wjCj ,
∑
Uj,
∑
wjUj,
∑
Tj and
∑
wjTj. Speciﬁcally, we focus on the
total tardiness
∑
Tj =
∑n
j=1max{0, Cj−dj}, where dj is given as the due date of job Jj
and max{0, Cj−dj} is the tardiness of job Jj under a schedule. See Lawler et al. [6] for
deﬁnitions of other objectives. As in Liu and Yu [10], the batch machine with capacity
c is denoted by B(c). In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the unbounded case, i.e.,
B(∞). Using the three-ﬁeld notation, we denote the problems under consideration by
B(∞)| rj |∑ fj , B(∞)| rj |fmax , and so on.
Cheng et al. [4] prove that B(∞)| rj |Lmax is NP-hard. In addition, they establish
the polynomial solvability of a wide variety of special cases of B(∞)| rj |fmax (including
rj = 0). It is shown in Brucker et al. [2] that B(∞)||∑Uj is polynomially solvable,
B(∞)||∑wjUj and B(∞)||∑wjTj are NP-hard, and B(∞)||∑ fj is pseudopolynomi-
ally solvable. But it is open whether B(∞)||∑Tj is polynomially solvable or binary
NP-hard. Concerning B(∞)| rj |∑wjCj, Deng and Zhang [5] establish its NP-hardness
and present polynomial algorithms for several special cases.
As to the bounded case, B(c)||Cmax is solved by a simple method due to Bartholdi
(Lee and Uzsoy [7]). Brucker et al. [2] prove that B(2)||Lmax (and hence B(2)| rj |Cmax)
is unary NP-hard. Baptiste [1] presents polynomial dynamic programming algorithms
for problems B(c)| rj , pj = p |F with F ∈ {∑wjCj,∑wjUj ,∑Tj}. Li and Lee [9]
solve B(c)| rj |∑Uj under some agreeability assumption on job processing times, release
dates and due dates. However, the complexity ofB(c)||∑Cj andB(c)||∑wjCj remains
open, but B(c)||∑Cj can be solved in O(nc(c−1)) time ([2]).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove the binary NP-hardness of
B(∞)||∑Tj . This answers the open question posed in [2] and Brucker and Knust [3].
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In Section 3, we show the pseudopolynomial solvability of the problems B(∞)| rj |∑ fj
and B(∞)| rj |fmax. Finally, In Section 4, we present a summary of the complexity
status of various unbounded batch machine scheduling problems.
2 NP-hardness of total tardiness problem
In this section, we establish the binary NP-hardness of the problem B(∞)||∑Tj by a
reduction from the binary NP-complete PARTITION problem.
PARTITION Given t positive integers a1, a2, . . . , at with
∑t
i=1 ai = 2B, decide if
there exists a partition of the index set I = {1, 2, . . . , t} into two disjoint subsets I1
and I2 such that
∑
i∈I1 ai =
∑
i∈I2 ai = B.
Given an instance P of PARTITION, we ﬁrst deﬁne 3t+ 1 integers:
Mt =
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai + 8B
Mk = 2
t∑
i=k+1
Mi +
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai + 8B (k = t− 1, t− 2, . . . , 1)
L1 = 7
t∑
i=1
Mi +
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai + 4B
Lk = 2
k−1∑
i=1
Li + 7
t∑
i=1
Mi +
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai + 4B (k = 2, 3, . . . , 2t+ 1) .
Obviously, the integers are such that
2B 
Mt 
Mt−1 
 · · · 
 M1 
 L1 
 L2 
 · · · 
 L2t+1 .
Now we deﬁne an instance Q of B(∞)||∑Tj as follows.
Q consists of 10t + 3 jobs that are classiﬁed into 2t + 1 types. Each type 2k − 1
(1 ≤ k ≤ t) contains ﬁve jobs: J12k−1, J22k−1, J32k−1 and two additional copies of J12k−1.
Their processing times and due dates are given by
p12k−1 = L2k−1
p22k−1 = L2k−1 +Mk
p32k−1 = L2k−1 + 2Mk
d12k−1 = 2
2k−2∑
i=1
Li + 5
k−1∑
i=1
Mi + L2k−1 +Mk + 2B
d22k−1 = 2
2k−1∑
i=1
Li + 5
k−1∑
i=1
Mi
d32k−1 = 2
2k−1∑
i=1
Li + 5
t∑
i=1
Mi + 2B .
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Each type 2k (1 ≤ k ≤ t) also contains ﬁve jobs: J12k, J22k, J32k and two additional copies
of J12k. Their processing times and due dates are given by
p12k = L2k
p22k = L2k +Mk + ak
p32k = L2k + 2Mk
d12k = 2
2k−1∑
i=1
Li + 5
k−1∑
i=1
Mi + L2k + 3Mk + 2B
d22k = 2
2k∑
i=1
Li + 5
k−1∑
i=1
Mi + 3Mk − (t− k + 1)ak
d32k = 2
2k∑
i=1
Li + 5
t∑
i=1
Mi + 2B .
Type 2t+ 1 contains three copies of job J12t+1 with
p12t+1 = L2t+1
d12t+1 = L2t+1 + 2
2t∑
i=1
Li + 5
t∑
i=1
Mi +B .
Set the threshold value
T ∗ = 2
t∑
i=1
Mi +
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai +B .
We are asked to answer whether there exists a schedule σ for instance Q such that
T (σ) ≤ T ∗, where T (σ) denotes the total tardiness of σ.
Clearly, the construction of Q takes a polynomial time under the binary coding.
In the remainder of this section, we will show that Q has a schedule σ such that
T (σ) ≤ T ∗ if and only if the PARTITION instance P has a solution {I1, I2} such that∑
i∈I1 ai =
∑
i∈I2 ai = B. Note that if putting the jobs in instance Q according to the
shortest processing time (SPT) rule, we obtain the sequence:
(J11 , J
2
1 , J
3
1 , J
1
2 , J
2
2 , J
3
2 , . . . , J
1
2t, J
2
2t, J
3
2t, J
1
2t+1) .
Suppose that Q has a schedule σ = (B1,B2, . . . ,Bm) such that T (σ) ≤ T ∗, where
each Bi is a batch. Let p(Bi) denote the processing time of batch Bi. It is reasonable
to require that the processing time of each job in Bi+1 is larger than p(Bi); otherwise,
shifting the jobs in Bi+1 with processing times no larger than p(Bi) to Bi does not
increase T (σ). Then, σ has the properties:
(i) the jobs in each Bi come from a contiguous segment of the SPT sequence, and
all Bi s are arranged in order of increasing p(Bi);
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(ii) for each k (1 ≤ k ≤ 2t+ 1), all J1k s are processed in a batch.
Lemma 1 will give more explanations about the structure of σ.
Lemma 1 σ has the following further properties:
(iii) each batch contains only jobs of one type;
(iv) for each k (1 ≤ k ≤ t), the jobs of types 2k−1 and 2k are divided into four batches:
{J12k−1, J22k−1}, {J32k−1}, {J12k}, {J22k, J32k} (Pattern 2112) with total processing
time 2(L2k−1+L2k)+5Mk; or {J12k−1}, {J22k−1, J32k−1}, {J12k, J22k}, {J32k} (Pattern
1221) with total processing time 2(L2k−1 + L2k) + 5Mk + ak.
Proof If property (iii) does not hold, there must exist some k (1 ≤ k ≤ 2t) such that
J3k and J
1
k+1 are processed in a batch. But
p1k+1 − d3k = Lk+1 − 2
k∑
i=1
Li − 5
t∑
i=1
Mi − 2B
= 2
t∑
i=1
Mi +
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai + 2B > T ∗,
which implies the tardiness of J3k is larger than T
∗, a contradiction to T (σ) ≤ T ∗.
We prove property (iv) by induction. If the jobs of type 1 are processed in a batch,
then the total tardiness of three J11 s is equal to
3(p31 − d11) = 3(M1 − 2B) = 2M1 + 2
t∑
i=2
Mi +
t∑
i=1
(t− i)ai + 2B > T ∗.
On the other hand, if J11 , J
2
1 and J
3
1 are processed in three batches, then the tardiness
of J31 is
3∑
j=1
pj1 − d31 > L1 − 5
t∑
i=1
Mi − 2B > T ∗.
Thus, J11 , J
2
1 and J
3
1 must be processed in two batches: {J11 , J21}, {J31}; or {J11},
{J21 , J31}. Further, noticing that the two batches of type 1 require at least 2L1 + 2M1
units of processing time, we can similarly prove that the jobs of type 2 are processed
in two batches: {J12 , J22}, {J32}; or {J12}, {J22 , J32}.
If batches {J11 , J21} and {J12 , J22} both exist, then the total tardiness of three J12 s is
3(p21 + p
3
1 + p
2
2 − d12) > 3(M1 − 2B) > T ∗.
If both {J21 , J31} and {J22 , J32} exist, the total tardiness of J21 and J22 is
2(p11 + p
3
1) + p
1
2 + p
3
2 − d21 − d22 > 3M1 > T ∗.
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So the four batches of types 1 and 2 must be: {J11 , J21}, {J31}, {J12}, {J22 , J32}; or {J11},
{J21 , J31}, {J12 , J22}, {J32}.
Suppose that the conclusion in property (iv) is true for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k−1. Then,
the start time of the ﬁrst batch of types 2i − 1 and 2i is not less than 2∑2i−2j=1 Lj +
5
∑i−1
j=1Mj . If the four batches of types 2i − 1 and 2i are of Pattern 2112, then the
tardiness of J22i is at least 2Mi; if they are of Pattern 1221, then the tardiness of J
2
2i−1
is at least 2Mi. Therefore, the jobs of types 1, 2, . . . , 2k − 2 have total tardiness of
at least 2
∑k−1
i=1 Mi, which implies the jobs of types 2k − 1, 2k, . . . , 2t + 1 have total
tardiness of at most 2
∑t
i=kMi +
∑t
i=1(t − i)ai + B. Noticing that the start time of
the ﬁrst batch of types 2k − 1 and 2k will not be less than 2∑2k−2i=1 Li + 5
∑k−1
i=1 Mi, we
can prove by an analysis similar to that for types 1 and 2 that if property (iv) does
not hold for k, the jobs of types 2k − 1 and 2k will have total tardiness larger than
2
∑t
i=kMi +
∑t
i=1(t− i)ai +B, which leads to a contradiction. ✷
Let I1 be the set of indices k (1 ≤ k ≤ t) such that the four batches of types 2k− 1
and 2k are of Pattern 2112. Let I2 = I \ I1, where I = {1, 2, . . . , t}. A schedule with
properties (i)-(iv) must contain 4t+ 1 batches in the following form:
(B4k−3,B4k−2,B4k−1,B4k) =


(
{J12k−1, J22k−1}, {J32k−1}, {J12k}, {J22k, J32k}
)
, k ∈ I1
(
{J12k−1}, {J22k−1, J32k−1}, {J12k, J22k}, {J32k}
)
, k ∈ I2
B4t+1 = {J12t+1} .
The tardiness of each job of types 1, 2, . . . , 2t in the schedule is given by Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 For each k ∈ I1, J22k is the only tardy job in B4k−3, B4k−2, B4k−1 and B4k,
and its tardiness is
2Mk + (t− k + 1)ak +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2} .
For each k ∈ I2, J22k−1 is the only tardy job in B4k−3, B4k−2, B4k−1 and B4k, and its
tardiness is
2Mk +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2} .
Proof By property (iv), the total processing time of batches B4k−3, B4k−2, B4k−1 and
B4k is 2(L2k−1 + L2k) + 5Mk if k ∈ I1, or 2(L2k−1 + L2k) + 5Mk + ak if k ∈ I2. Then
the start time of batch B4k−3 is equal to
2
2k−2∑
i=1
Li + 5
k−1∑
i=1
Mi +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2} .
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By computation, it is easy to verify that if k ∈ I1, B4k−3, B4k−2 and B4k−1 contain no
tardy jobs; if k ∈ I2, B4k−3, B4k−1 and B4k contain no tardy jobs. For k ∈ I1, the
completion time of B4k = {J22k, J32k} is
2
2k∑
i=1
Li + 5
k∑
i=1
Mi +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2} .
Thus, J32k is on-time and J
2
2k has tardiness of 2Mk+(t−k+1)ak+
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2}.
For k ∈ I2, the completion time of B4k−2 = {J22k−1, J32k−1} is
2
2k−1∑
i=1
Li + 5
k−1∑
i=1
Mi + 2Mk +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2} .
Thus, J32k−1 is on-time and J
2
2k−1 has tardiness of 2Mk +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2}. ✷
Lemma 3 Let σ be a schedule with properties (i)-(iv). Then, T (σ) ≤ T ∗ if and only
if
∑
k∈I1 ak =
∑
k∈I2 ak = B.
Proof By Lemma 2, we have
T (σ) =
t∑
k=1
(
2Mk +
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2}
)
+
∑
k∈I1
(t− k + 1)ak + 3max

0,
∑
k∈I2
ak − B

 ,
where the third term is the total tardiness of three J12t+1 s. Since
t∑
k=1
∑{ai| i < k , i ∈ I2} =
∑
i∈I2
(t− i)ai ,
it holds that
T (σ) = 2
t∑
k=1
Mk +
t∑
k=1
(t− k)ak +
∑
k∈I1
ak + 3max

0,
∑
k∈I2
ak − B

 .
Then, T (σ) ≤ T ∗ if and only if ∑k∈I1 ak ≤ B and
∑
k∈I1 ak+3
∑
k∈I2 ak ≤ 4B. Noticing
that
∑
k∈I1 ak +
∑
k∈I2 ak = 2B, we have completed the proof. ✷
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 1 B(∞)||∑Tj is binary NP-hard.
Proof If Q has a schedule σ such that T (σ) ≤ T ∗, then we may require or prove that
σ possesses properties (i)-(iv). It follows from Lemma 3 that the PARTITION instance
P has a solution {I1, I2}. Conversely, if the PARTITION instance P has a solution
{I1, I2}, we simply construct a schedule with properties (i)-(iv). It again follows from
Lemma 3 that the constructed schedule has total tardiness no larger than T ∗. ✷
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3 Pseudopolynomial solvability for problems with
job release dates and regular objectives
In this section, we develop a pseudopolynomial time algorithm for the general problems
B(∞)| rj |∑ fj and B(∞)| rj |fmax. The algorithm is based on the following observa-
tion: there exists an optimal schedule in which if the longest job is started at time t,
then all the jobs released at or before t should be started at or before t and all the jobs
released after t should be started after t.
Let α and γ be the job index sequences such that rα(1) ≤ rα(2) ≤ · · · ≤ rα(n) and
pγ(1) ≤ pγ(2) ≤ · · · ≤ pγ(n), respectively. Let α(i, j) = {α(i), α(i + 1), · · · , α(j)} and
γ(i, j) = {γ(i), γ(i+1), · · · , γ(j)}. Let J(i1, i2; k) denote the subset of jobs with indices
in α(i1, i2) ∩ γ(1, k). Note that the number of such subsets is O(n3). The main idea
of our algorithm is to schedule the jobs among J(i1, i2; k1) ∪ {Jγ(k2)} (k1 < k2) into a
given interval such that Jγ(k2) is completed at the end of the interval and the objective
value of the subschedule is minimized.
To simplify the exposition, we introduce an auxiliary job Jn+1 with rn+1 = rα(n) +∑n
j=1 pj , pn+1 = pγ(n) and fn+1(t) ≡ 0. It is easy to see that Jn+1 should be scheduled
at the end of an optimal schedule.
3.1 Problem B(∞)| rj |∑ fj
Let F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) (k1 < k2) denote the minimum objective value when scheduling
the jobs among J(i1, i2; k1) ∪ {Jγ(k2)} into the interval [x, y], subject to the constraint
that Jγ(k2) is completed at time y. If J(i1, i2; k1) = ∅, then
F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) =


fγ(k2)(y) , if max{rγ(k2), x} ≤ y − pγ(k2)
+∞, otherwise.
Generally, F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) can be computed recursively.
(i) If γ(k1) ∈ α(i1, i2), then J(i1, i2; k1) = J(i1, i2; k1 − 1) and we have
F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) = F (i1, i2; k1 − 1, k2; x, y) .
(ii) If γ(k1) ∈ α(i1, i2) and rγ(k1) > y − pγ(k2), then Jγ(k1) cannot be scheduled in
[x, y], and hence F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) = +∞.
(iii) If γ(k1) ∈ α(i1, i2) and rγ(k1) ≤ y − pγ(k2), we have
F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) = min


F (i1, i2; k1 − 1, k2; x, y) + fγ(k1)(y)
min
max{rγ(k1), x}≤t≤y−pγ(k1)−pγ(k2)
H(t)

 ,
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where the ﬁrst term is taken if Jγ(k1) is processed in the batch including Jγ(k2), and
H(t) = H1(t) +H2(t) in the second term is taken if Jγ(k1) is started at time t. We also
note that the ﬁrst term will not be taken when k2 = n + 1, i.e., Jn+1 will occupy the
last batch alone.
H1(t) is the contribution to H(t) of jobs processed in [x, t+ pγ(k1)]. It is reasonable
to assume that none of the jobs with release dates no more than t in J(i1, i2; k1 − 1)
is scheduled after the batch including Jγ(k1) since they have processing times no more
than pγ(k1). Let i
′
2 (i1 ≤ i′2 ≤ i2) be the maximum index satisfying rα(i′2) ≤ t. Then,
H1(t) = F (i1, i
′
2; k1 − 1, k1; x, t+ pγ(k1)) .
H2(t) is the contribution to H(t) of jobs processed in [t+ pγ(k1), y]. It obviously holds
that
H2(t) = F (i
′
2 + 1, i2; k1 − 1, k2; t+ pγ(k1), y) .
By computing F (1, n;n, n + 1; rα(1), rn+1 + pn+1) recursively, we can obtain the
optimal objective value. An optimal schedule can be found by backtracking.
Now we analyse the complexity of the recursion. The size of the domain of function
F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) is O(n
4P 2), where P = rα(n) +
∑n
i=1 pi. To obtain the vaule of
each F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y), we need at most O(P ) time (see cases (i)-(iii)). Thus, the
complexity of the recursion is at most O(n4P 3), which is pseudopolynomial.
3.2 Problem B(∞)| rj |fmax
For the problem B(∞)| rj |fmax, our analysis is similar to that for the problem
B(∞)| rj |∑ fj except that in case (iii),
F (i1, i2; k1, k2; x, y) = min


max
{
F (i1, i2; k1 − 1, k2; x, y), fγ(k1)(y)
}
min
max{rγ(k1), x}≤t≤y−pγ(k1)−pγ(k2)
H(t)

 ,
where H(t) = max{H1(t), H2(t)}.
4 Complexity status of unbounded batch machine
problems
In this paper, we have addressed the complexity of scheduling an unbounded batch
machine. Our results show that all problems with regular objectives are pseudopoly-
nomially solvable even if the jobs have diﬀerent release dates. This is distinct from the
bounded batch machine and the classical single machine scheduling problems, most of
which with diﬀerent release dates are unary NP-hard.
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Finally, we present a summary of the complexity status of various unbounded batch
machine scheduling problems. Following Brucker and Knust [3], we use the terminol-
ogy: maximal polynomially solvable, maximal pseudopolynomially solvable and mini-
mal NP-hard.
• maximal polynomially solvable:
B(∞)||∑Uj (Brucker et al. [2])
B(∞)| rj |fmax with a ﬁxed number of rj or pj (Cheng et al. [4])
B(∞)| rj |∑wjCj with a ﬁxed number of rj or pj (Deng and Zhang [5])
• maximal pseudopolynomially solvable:
B(∞)| rj |fmax (this paper)
B(∞)| rj |∑ fj (this paper)
• minimal NP-hard:
B(∞)||∑Tj (this paper)
B(∞)||∑wjUj (Brucker et al. [2])
B(∞)| rj |Lmax (Cheng et al. [4])
B(∞)| rj |∑wjCj (Deng and Zhang [5])
• Open:
B(∞)| rj |∑Cj
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